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Friday the 19th August 2022 would see members from the Luton Paranormal Society make their way to the 

Northern Outskirts of Luton and a location known as Galley Hill. Galley Hill dates back to the 14 and 15 

hundreds and was the site of the Gallows where legend states Witches were hung and burnt.  

 

Team members consisting of Ben, Racheal D, Maria, Jason, Ann Marie and new member Paul were in 

attendance with Team leader Andy sadly unable to make the evening. 

To cover the area as the exact location of the Gallows is unknown it was decided to split the team into two with 

Team leader Ben teaming up with Ann Marie and Paul and team leader Racheal D teaming up with Maria and 

Jason. 

 

Team A Report 

21:23 hours - Team Ben make their way to an area of the Hill that resembles a mound in order to conduct a silent 

vigil. The Sky is clear with stars starting to become visible in the clear night sky. There is no wind. 

21:31 hours - Ben hears what he believes to be a dog panting coming from behind where he is sat. Ben looks 

over his shoulder, but nothing can be seen and there is no Dog behind him. 

21:33 hours - Ben hears rustling coming from the bushes behind him. He shines his torch in the direction of the 

bushes but cannot see the potential cause. Ann Marie and Paul do not hear the rustling. 

21:34 hours - Ben is sitting facing the small pathway that runs along the back of the Mound when he sees a green 

glowing ball of light on the pathway about two feet off the ground. The light appears for a matter of seconds 

before fading away into the darkness. At the time the second team are around 50 metres away on the opposite 

main path so equipment that is being used by them is discounted. The silent vigil is ended at 21:45 hours and the 

team have a short discussion about experiences and what they had all picked up. 

 

Due to the Green ball of light on the Mound path it is decided that the next experiment would be conducted on 

the path. Ben places a P.I.R motion detector light on the pathway facing away from the team in roughly the 

location Ben had seen the ball of green light. This is at about 20 metres from where the team is sat. Three motion 

detector cat balls are placed strategically along the pathway back towards the team. The K2 emf meter was 

placed on the floor directly in front of Ben and Ann Marie as Paul monitored temperature. The experiment was 

commenced at 21:49 hours. 

 

21:51 hrs Paul noticed a dim red light approximately 1 metre behind Ben, the light appeared to be coming from 

the ground and was only visible for a second, Paul had initially thought the light was from a device belonging to 

Ben. However, when asked by Paul Ben replied he did not have any devices in that area.                                                                                                                        

Paul took several ground temperature readings using a laser thermometer at various times and areas these ranged 

from 14.1 C. and 17.2 C, the temperature readings increased by around 1-degree Celsius      as the night went on, 

Paul found this strange as the sun had set, so was no longer heating the ground and did not expect an increase in 

temperature.                                                                                                     

 

21:53 hours the P.I.R light is activated. Torch is shone in the direction by Ben, but the source of the activation 

cannot be established from the distance the team are. 

 

21:56 hours further P.I.R light activation followed by the sound of a female screaming the appears to emanate 

from behind the team at exactly 22:00 hours. Interestingly when the team had visited the site in August of 2019 

Ben had heard a female screaming. 

Investigation Report  

 

Investigation Site Galley Hill (north east of Luton) 

Investigation Date Friday 19th August 2022 

Report By Andrew Fazekas 

Team Members 
Team A Ben, Paul, Ann-Marie 

Team B Rachel D, Marie, Jason 
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22:02 hours Ben feels a flick in his left ear and a faint buzzing noise which he is unable to establish the origins 

of. Paul states that he has seen a Red Light behind Ben at around this time which appears to rise up from ground 

level to waist height before vanishing. Experiment concluded at 22:08 hours and the Team decide to move 50 

metres or so to the West to complete a vigil / experiment on the Main path. 

 

The P.I.R light was placed by Ben on the pathway to the West overlooking the 18-hole South Beds golf course 

whilst three motion detector cat balls were placed at various locations along the path together with the K2 meter 

on the floor. 

 

22:22 hours several activations on the motion detector ball which had been placed to the East of the path which 

overlooks the 9-hole golf course followed by two further activations on the same ball recorded at 22:27 and 

22:32 hours respectively. 

Ann-Marie decides to use her GHOST TUBE APP on her mobile phone at this time and the first word out is DO 

NOT followed by the following words. 

 

22:35 hours - WHO 

22:37 hours LISTEN 

22:34 hours DARK 

22:41 hours HERE / BLUE 

22:42 hours 'HARRY' 

22:44 hours WORRIED 

22:45 hours LISTEN / SLAVE / ELDERLY 

22:46 hours CUPBOARD / WORRIED 

22:46 hours WHO IS SHE, NEVER 

The above being a response to Ben's question of 'Do we have any female's here?' 

22:47 hours ROSE / HELLO 

22:50 hours HIM /COUGHING / SPEAK 

22:53 hours HAPPY 

21:53 hours the P.I.R light is activated. Torch is shone in the direction by Ben, but the source of the activation 

cannot be established from the distance the team are. 

22:55 hours conclusion of experiment and team decide to take a short Tea break. 

At 23:14 hours both teams decided to come together for the final experiment of the evening with just about all 

the equipment that they had brought with them being used on the main path leading up to Galley Hill. Racheal 

had brought her Bear which lights up and this had been placed strategically on the main path. Ann Marie 

continued to use her GHOST TUBE APP in the absence of the HEXCOM whilst Paul continued to monitor the 

temperature of the area that had by this time dropped significantly and noticeably. 

23:15 hours first word out 'HAPPY' 

23:17 hours MOTHER / SHAW 

23:19 hours light activation on Racheal D Bear. No member is stood within two metres of it when this takes 

place. 

23:19 hours, The word 'LOWER' 

23:20 hours HELLO 

23:21 hours ANTHONY 

23:23 hours STOP RECORDING 

23:24 hours SISTER / RESTLESS / PHONE 

23:25 hours ATTIC / GRANDMOTHER 

23:28 hours LEAVE ME ALONE 

23:29 hours I SEE YOU MAYBE 

23:31 hours NO DON'T 

At this point there were no further words from the Ghost app and as no member in attendance were picking 

anything else up it was decided by all the investigation would conclude at 23:35 hours with the team making the 

25-minute walk back to their cars for a Midnight finish. 
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Team B Report  

Atmospheric conditions: A warm evening. Mostly clear sky with a very light breeze. Half-moon. 

Equipment used : Cat balls x3 , Olympus voice recorder & headphones live recording, K2, Baby bear trigger 

activation lights when touched. Trigger objects witch spell books x2 spell herbs. Battery candles x3 

 

20:30  The team all meet up introductions made;  all began the long walk up to Galley Hill. Once the team 

reaches the top Ben discusses the evening plans, split into two teams, to begin with a silent vigil for 10 minutes 

discuss findings, then to continue with your own team’s choice of investigating. Maria asks are you the man with 

the child? Hen to regroup later to do a full team investigation. The team split up  into two groups, as stated 

above. 

Approx 21:15 - Arrival at investigation site. Teams A and B split up; Team A go to overgrown area where it is 

believed the gallows that give the hill its name was erected. Team B move further along the path, just beyond the 

crest of the hill. A crow can be heard further down the path voicing its final calls of the day as last light if the sun 

fades to night. 

21:19   Racheal and her team decide to walk further up to find a spot to complete their silent vigil, they 

proceeded to a narrow spot a little track overlooking an undeveloped area. 

21:29   Silent vigil completed team B discuss what they all sensed felt or noticed. Racheal did not sense or feel 

anything within this area, Jay also explained he had nothing to report however Maria smelt a musky smell. 

Racheal decided to use the baby bear to see if any spirits want to communicate through the bear? 

Questions asked - Are there any witches here? - Anyone wrongly accused of being a witch? No response to 

questions. 

21:30 - Racheal places a 'Baby Bear' ghost detector by the side of the path. Each team member introduces 

themselves by name and spirits are asked to come forward. 

21:33 - 'Baby Bear' flashes. 

21:41 - No responses, session terminated. 

It is now dark. 

21:45 - Back along path, nearer to the hill's peak. Racheal sets out 3 cat ball toys (that light up in response to 

being moved), a K2 EMF meter, 2 battery powered electric candles and the 'Baby Bear' detector in a line along 

the path. She listens to an EVP device through headphones during this session. 

21:45 Team B proceed back to the top of the hill the main meeting spot, main rd. east to west of gally hill where 

they started from, more space to investigate. Candle lights all set up, k2 placed, baby bear in line with the 

candles and cat balls individually spaced between candles. Racheal puts on her recorder and headphones EVP 

session. 

21:47 Maria calling out to spirit, does anyone want to communicate with us? 

21:47 - Ann-Marie senses a spirit and calls them forward. Jason notes aloud that the breeze has picked up. A 

bank of cloud is approaching from the south. 

Ann Marie: "Are there any spirits present who wish to communicate?" 

Racheal hears "No" via the EVP monitor. 

21:48 Racheal says she hears an EVP on the headphones, Racheal asks the team did they hear a male say no? see 

EVP report for findings. as she begins to rewind back to listen again a cat ball flashes, Racheal confirms an EVP  

Maria picks up the name Mary. 

21:49 - Cat ball no. 3 (the nearest to Ann-Marie) flashes. 

21:55 - Dog bark in the distance. Sounds like someone is walking their dog at the foot of the hill. This must be 

the default assumption in the absence of any other plausible explanation. 

Ann-Marie: "Did you die up here?" 

Racheal: "Can you light up one of the cat balls?" 

Ann-Marie: "We mean you no harm" 

Racheal: "Were you accused of witchcraft? We're trying to understand your story." 

(Note: women found guilty of witchcraft were hanged and buried here in the 16th and 17th centuries) 

Ann-Marie: "Are you a relative of the accused?" 

Ann-Marie: "Are you the man with the child?" 

Ann-Marie explains to the rest of the team that the spirits of a man and a child have reportedly been seen on the 

hill. 

Racheal: "Do you want to play with my bear? We really appreciate you coming forward." 

21:58 - Whistle heard in the distance. Presumed to be a dog walker. 

Racheal: "Do you like our candles? Do they remind you of any spells?" 
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Each team member introduces themselves by name once again. 

Racheal: "Can you see the other team over there?" (Team A are still at the gallows site) 

22:00 - Ann-Marie: "I know you're in those trees. Come further (i.e. closer). Light up one of the balls." 

 

22:00 Questions asked 

Did you have a relative hung here? 

Did you just watch the hanging? 

Did you feel guilt, shame, Anger as wrongly accused? 

We want to understand you story, Jay asks Mary are you trapped here? 

Are you here because you want others to understand your story? 

Do you want to communicate with the other team? EVP captured see report 

Racheal asks if the child spirit wants to play with the bear. Show the team how it works. 

Do you like our candles, does it remind you of your past? 

Jason asks spirit to light up the balls, explaining to them they wish spirit no harm. 

22:04 - Ann-Marie receives the name 'Mary'. 

Racheal: "Don't be scared of coming forward. Were you shamed for what you did? Are you angry because you 

were wrongly accused?" 

Ann-Marie: "We want to understand your story." 

Jason: "Mary, are you trapped here, or do you choose to haunt this place? Can you move one of the balls on the 

ground in front of us so that we can see you are with us?" 

22:09 - Racheal states that she has an impression of highwaymen and robbers. 

Racheal then states that she heard the name 'Satan' via her EVP Monitor. She hands the headphones to Jason to 

play it back to him. He states that he can hear a very faint male voice saying an indistinct two syllable word that, 

to him doesn't sound like 'Satan'. Jason thanks it is probably either Ben or Paul in the other group. 

Racheal plays the recording back to Ann-Marie, asking if she hears 'Satan'. Ann-Marie says she does.  

22:09 Racheal hears a male voice she goes back to listen, yes, she has captured EVP Male see EVP report She 

shares this with her team. 

Racheal discusses with Jason if he would like to go to spot where team A have just come from, Jason was 

speaking of the historical interest he has, bear lights up whilst Racheal’s back was turned. 

Light the cat balls if you died up here in the gallows? EVP captured see EVP report. Racheal hears more EVPS 

see EVP report. Jason explains it is a dog barking. 

Maria asks are you the man with the child? EVP captured see EVP report. 

Maria explains to the team that a man with a child is often seen here.  

Racheal asks Jason and Maria has the k2 been triggered yet? Both say no. EVP captured x2 see EVP report. 

Racheal says thank you to spirit for coming forward EVP captured female see EVP report. 

 Team, all introduce themselves, can you see our other team members?? EVP captured see EVP report. 

Racheal asks spirit to use their energies to light up the bear or cat balls EVP captured see EVP report x4 evps 

after question shamed for what you did? 

Racheal asks spirit to come forward, asking them do they know why the teams are there, and that they do not 

mean spirit any harm, not to be scared to come forward. 

 

Questions asked 

Were you shamed for what you did? 

Jason asks Mary are you trapped here are you hear to make people understand? Or are you here because you 

cannot leave? 

Jason asks do you wish to communicate your story. 

Do you wish to communicate with another team? EVP captured see report 

Jason tells spirit to flash the balls, he asks can they see the three balls? EVP captured see report 

Maria asks is there any highwayman, robbers? EVP captured see report Racheal explains to the team she is a 

male voice. Racheal explains contamination from the other group?? Just after this conversation Racheal hears 

another voice she rewinds to listen back, sounds like Satan or Saxton Racheal believes it to be SATAN Jason 

explains the other group are talking right now. EVP captured see EVP report. 

Racheal asks spirit who was the man that said Satan or Saxton, are you trying to scare us off? Did you say the 

word SATAN?? Were you hung for worshiping Satan? EVP captured see report Baby bear flashes as Jason and 

Racheal talking. 
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Team A pass us to their next location, Jason thinking spirit are following team A as baby bear lit up after they 

had passed us.  

 

Questions asked 

Are you drawn to anyone? 

Would you like to harm anyone? EVP see EVP report further in the report 

Do you know what year it is? 

Were you hung for poaching? 

Were you hung for looking like a witch? 

Did you have a spiritual gift? 

Maria sensing black death  

Jason asks did you have an argument with someone, did someone take revenge on you, denouncing you as a 

witch? EVP captured see report 

Racheal takes out her trigger objects to try and encourage the spirits of the witches to come forward. X2 Spell 

books on love and healing, herbs, and red, green, yellow, and black candles. Racheal passes maria the 

headphones and recorder asking her to continue whilst she gets all set up. 

 

Questions asked 

What herbs that are here would you have used? 

What colour candles would you have used? See EVP report 

What spells would you have used? See EVP report 

Both say it is not Ben's voice. 

22:15 (approx) - Team A pass through to go to the same location that Team B did their initial vigil. Racheal asks 

Ben if he or anyone said the word 'Satan' five minutes earlier. They didn't. (Jason is still not convinced that the 

word was 'Satan' anyway). 

22:21 - 'Baby Bear' detector flashes while Jason and Racheal are talking to each other. Racheal has her back 

turned to it at the time. 

Racheal lays down some spell books, unlit candles and small bags of herbs alongside the cat balls that have 

already been placed on the ground. These are set out as potential trigger objects. 

22:35 - 'Baby Bear' detector flashes. 

22:35 Racheal uses her polaroid to see if this works new camera, as Racheal and Jay discuss this bay bear flashes 

photos taken but too dark. EVP captured see EVP report 

Racheal put things in her bag and asks maria is she hearing anything? She replies no, just the wind EVP Pig 

grunt see report. Racheal asks do you like me taking photos. Is that why you flashed the bear? Are you a white 

witch? would you have used these to help people? Baby bear flashes. 

Racheal asks maria are you hearing anything? Maria explains no, just the wind EVP captured see report 7 

seconds after Racheal begins to cough uncontrollable x6 deep coughs she alerts the team something is making 

her cough!!!  Racheal finally calms down after a serious coughing fit her eyes are watering from the coughing. 

Racheal asks spirit was that you making me cough?? EVP captured male. See EVP report wind starts to really 

increase now maria asks spirit is it you making me have a headache?? 

22:42 - 'Baby Bear' detector flashes again. 

 

22:45 second location just in front of our first location Racheal maria and Jay proceed to the area where team A 

had been earlier as Jay wanted to check this out. 

Maria on recorder the team head off to the long grass, evp captured see EVP report the team acknowledge the 

long grass, nowhere to put things etc… cat balls and bear placed. Jay asks if there is any spiritual energy here? 

Racheal acknowledges her torch battery dying, she had not used this much and fresh batteries were put in before 

arriving. 

Jay asks is there any spirits or children wanting to communicate with us? Racheal finds earwigs over the bear 

and balls; she feels to come away evp captured however could understand what was said whispering x 6 

syllables all team return to original location. Racheal takes back headphones from maria. Jason aware of 

fireworks going off in the distance. 

22:50 - The light breeze has now increased to a wind and the temperature is now chilly. Team A have joined 

Team B. 

There are no further notes from Jason. 
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23:14   Team A return from their investigations and regroup with team B for their final investigation of the night. 

They all introduce themselves to spirit Racheal laughing as remembering Andy’s introduction as Ben on a 

previous investigation. Racheal asks spirit did they make her cough earlier?? No evps found on this question. 

23:17 Ann-Marie voice box app words HAPPY, HARY, ROSE, MOTHER, SURE. The team ask is Mary here?? 

Racheal asks maria to turn her torch on to see if the volume on her recorder was up?? It was on low baby bear 

activation, Racheal thanks spirit 23:19 Ann-Marie voice box same time said LOWER. Racheal asks spirit if they 

can now speak into the recorder now the volume was up EVP captured see report. Straight after EVP captured a 

name see EVP report. Racheal asks spirit did they like the books? Anne-Marie voice app word HELLO. Maria 

Asks do you like us here? Ann-Marie voice app word ANTHONY as Ann-Marie spells out the name EVP 

captured male calling Racheal’s name. Paul takes temperature of bear its 6 degrees cooler than earlier. Racheal 

tells spirit that we are leaving soon if they want to talk now whilst we are here. Anne-Marie voice app word 

STOP RECORDING!!! 23:23 SISTER, RESTLESS, PHONE wind started picking up again Paul takes 

temperature of the bear 3 degrees cooler than last check. Anne-Marie voice app ATTACK, GRANDMOTHER, 

LEAVE ME ALONE, I SEE YOU EVP captured saying go!!! 

Racheal asks spirit, how many of us are here? How many spirits are here? Ben asks spirits to make the balls flash 

Ann-Marie words NO DON’T. 

The team acknowledge the wind picking up and its getting cold they all decide to end investigation at 23:31 

 

23:30 - Investigation ended due to drop in temperature. All attendees leave the investigation site and descend the 

hill. 

 

Racheal EVP Report first location 

 

• Racheal starts up EVP experiment and asks is there any spiritual energy that wants to come and 

communicate with us? EVP Male “NO” 

• As Racheal goes back on her recording for the above evp cat balls flash EVP female “Salum” 

• Maria asks if you died in the gallows. EVP female “Salum coming” 

• 9 Seconds after the above evp Male EVP “ Salum coming” Racheal acknowledges voices. 

• Maria asks are you the man with the child? EVP Male unsure if it said “mummer or Murder” 

• Racheal asks Maria and Jason has the k2 gone off? They reply no EVP male “Racheal” 

• 22 Seconds after the above EVP Female “Cathleen” 

• Racheal says thank you for coming forward spirit, EVP female “thank you Racheal” 

• The team introduce themselves; they ask can you see the other team? EVP male “go” 

• Racheal asks spirit can you see us; can you use our energies? EVP male “guess” 

• Racheal asks do you feel guilt for what you did. EVP female “yes still here broken hearted” 

• Jason asks can you flash the cat balls? EVP female “yes I can” 

• Jason said can you see the three balls? EVP female “help us” 

• Maria asks are there any highwayman thieves’ robbers? EVP male unsure “either wait there, or right 

there” 

• Straight after the above EVP Male “SATAN” Racheal tells the group she hears that word goes back to 

listen; Jason alerts the group to the fact the other group are talking later Racheal asked the group did anyone say 

the word SATAN? Team replied no Maybe it said Saxon?? But Racheal opinion on this was SATAN. 

• Questioned asked was you hung for worshiping Satan? EVP male “no” 

• Maria asks do you want to harm anyone. EVP male “only you maria/only you 3” unsure  

• 9 seconds later Racheal had said we do not give you permission to do that EVP male “joking” 

• Maria asks was you helping people, but it was taken the wrong way? EVP however Racheal heard the 

voice it’s too quiet to understand but male voice. 

• Jason asked did you have an argument with someone that took revenge on you, denouncing you as a 

witch? EVP female soft-spoken replies “come help me” 

• Racheal gets out her trigger objects candles herbs and witch spells, she asks is there anything here you 

would have used? EVP male “basil leaves” “exorcism” 

• Whilst Jason and Racheal discuss the bear and not clear photos EVP male “bear” 

• Racheal talking to Jason about pics EVP female “murder sensitivities” 

• Racheal asks do you like the herbs; would you have used them to help people? EVP female “pastor” 
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• Racheal asks Maria can she hear anything on headphones as Racheal was putting trigger objects and 

placing things in her bag, maria replies no just wind. EVP PIG GRUNT 

• Straight after the above EVP Male says “near” 

• 7 seconds later Racheal begins to cough x8 she felt something got down her throat coughing hard to 

clear air way. 1 minute later Racheal jokes must need to give up smoking. 

• Racheal asks spirit was that you? EVP male “I’m with you” 

• Team acknowledges wind picking up bear lights up EVP male “make love” 

• The team head over to the long grass second location EVP male “way to high” 

 

Bens team join up with Racheal team for final investigation 

• Racheal asks spirit if they can speak into the black box now it turned up, EVP female “thank you” 

• 19 seconds after the above EVP female “Zackery” 

• Just as Ann-Marie was spelling out Anthony EVP male “Racheal” 

• Anne-Marie tells the team words from app leave me alone, see you EVP male “go” 

 

Ben (team A) Notes 

This is the second occasion that Ben has visited Galley Hill from a Paranormal investigation point of view. The 

area is most definitely 'Active' and Ben looks forward to further investigations in the coming future. 

 

Rachel (Team B) Notes  

What an impressive place, great walk up the hill worked them glute muscles, I was surprised just how much we 

got that night, the evps speak for themselves trigger objects and my new bear worked a treat. The coughing fit I 

had was so strange it came out of nowhere??? But going through the evps I am glad I now can confirm spirit was 

impressing on me, a female says murder sensitivities just before it happened, then a male saying near, then after 

with you. This was great conformation for me and the team. Extremely impressed will be up for going again. 

Great investigation with a wonderful team could not ask for better. Bring on the next visit LPS!!!!!! 

 

Marie (Team B) Notes 

This would be my third visit to this location and on reflection of my last visit decided what I was going to do. 

The team of 6 after climbing the hill and got our bearings Ben suggested two teams of 3 investigating our own 

area, Rachel, Jason, and myself maria, once settled began. 

 

Rachel placed cat balls and a teddy bear which light up if anything that may go near them. Rachel had her 

recorder on and calling out begun. I began to zone in to see if I may feel anything. The team introduced us, and 

that respect is given. I started to ask questions that came in my head whilst being aware of being watched from a 

cluster of trees to my right. 

 

QUESTIONS 

As questions came into my head I asked. I asked WHERE YOU A ROBBER, WHERE YOU HUNG FOR 

BEING A WITCH EVEN THOUGH YOUR WAS NOT, ASK FOR SPIRIT TO COME CLOSER TO LIGHT 

UP OUR TRIGGER OBJECTS, ASK THE BOY TO COME CLOSER THAT I COULD SEE IN MY MINDS 

EYE. Rachel and Richard asked questions refer to their report. The trigger objects lit up a few times. This vigil 

went on for nearly an hour. After a short break Rachel, Richard and I move to a different location but after about 

20mns decided to return to the first location as there was no responses and very much quiet. 

 

Once returning to where the first vigil began after a shot time it was decided to end the investigation. With this 

vigil I decided from the start not to write any notes or record times. The reason for this after what happened to 

me on the last visit, I wanted to zone in to my mind’s eye and meditate what spirits are around. to hear any 

responses to that may have been caught refer to Rachels and Richards report for the recordings they may have. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


